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PART I - MULTILATERAL 'PROGRAMMES

1. The Report of the Executive Secretary to the Sixth Session on tlie ' '

subject of teohnical assistance-^ laid emphasis on the progress of

decentralization to the secretariat of substantive and administrative

responsibility for regional programmes and on the role of the Commission,

in co-operation with Resident Representatives, in'the formulation of

country programme requests. The emphasis in this report will be on the

continuing contribution of the Commission to approved country programmes

and to Special Fund projects, and on the future role of the Commission

in initiating and co-ordinating assistance to Africa from bilateral

agencies,

2. Note should' bo taken, however, of the fact that implementation of ieso

tion 955 (XXOT:)S/of the Sdononic u,,l Social Council. at its thirty-six^
session continued throughout 1964 and that, as of; the beginning of this

year, decentralization of administrative functions was advanced a stage

1/ E/CK.14/257.

2/ Decentralization of the United Nations Economic and Social Activity
and Strengthening of the Regional Economic Commissions. '

64-4299
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further when new operational procedures for regional projects came into

force. Attached for the information of the Commission, is a list the

1964 regional technical assistance project for Africa, authority for the

implementation of which was delegated to the 3CA secretariat,—' a list
2/

of approved regional projects for decentralisation in 1965* and a list

of regional adviser posts which were filled for all or part of 1964^

The total amount allocated for all regional projects in 1965? under the

iHxpanded and Regular Programmes, is $1,567,000, compared with $1,527,400

in 1964.

3. During the year under.review, the secretariat increased its assistance

to experts serving under country programmes throughout Africa. In some 25

cases, regional advisers' or regular- staff members assisted governments to

prepare requests for expert services and advised on the preparation of job

descriptions* ■"■In increasing- numbers'* ■ experts are reporting'to ECA

Headquarters for "briefing before'-taking upon their assignments.-' In "1964 '

over 60 country experts were either briefed or de-briefed by substantive

and administrative officers of the secretariat. All experts on missions

in Africa now send.copies of: their periodic and final reports to 3CA, and

during 1964 comments on over 100 such reports were sent to BTAO for

transmission to F.ssi&ent Representatives and experts in the field. Contact

was maintained and substantive support offered by the secretariat to some

IIS country experts in service during the past year. Co-operation between

Commission officers and technical assistance personnel has been most

noticeable so far in Statistics, Social Services, Housing, Minerals, Water

Resources and Public Administration.

4. The secretariat has made a substantially greater contribution during

the year to the development of Special Fund projects in Africa, ECA is

l/ Annex I.

2/ Annex II. ■

3/ Annex III.
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regularly asked to advise -on-new.xequests "before, their submission to the

Governing Council and, in 1964, information was supplied and advice given

on some 30 new proposals... With experience gained from short missions

throughout Africa, ECA's corps of regional advisers have given considerable

help to governments requesting Special Fund aid. In at least a dozen cases

they have suggested new,requests and, in other cases, assisted in the

preparation of Flans of Operation, . the main areas being Minerals, Water

Resources, Cartography, Public Administration, Industrial Development and

Agriculture- . . ... ti " ' ■-■-..

5-: A somewhat 'new but important development, insofar as aspis$anoe to

country programmes is concernedj.., is: oocuring,. in -the field of trainings

In addition to'maintaihlhg'i'tff.oim regional.traiaji^ programmes, the*

secretariat has sought to increase the^opportunities for study, by Africans,

both at national centres^ within, the continent and abroad, with funds from

other than regional sources1.: Training is the subject Of another paper for

the Seventh Session,-' but note should be.made here of,the fact that the

secretariat has be^en actively involved in proposing fellowships, selecting

and in many cases placing candidates, for courses "of training financed by

country programmes or bilateral.agencies.

" ' ' ' 2/
6. As in the Executive Secretary's Report to the Sixth Session,^' note

is made of the continuing and growing importance of regional advisers, and

&t short-term consultants, in fulfilling the. obligations of regional

commissions in the field of technical assistance. Provision's been made

in ECA's 1965 programme fox more than .thirty advisers.! p^sts in Natural

E^sources, Industry, Sconomic Development, Statistics, Transport* Housing,

Social.Development, Public Administration, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs,

The availability of the servioes.of these advisers is regularly made known

to all governments, normally through the offices of Resident '

Attachedj—' for the information of the -Commission, i-s a. copy of a memorandum

dated 21 September 1964, which was circulated to Regional and Resident

Representatives concerning the services Of advisers- thea attached to ECA.

1/ E/CN.14/307.

2/ E/CN.14/257.

$/ Annex IV.
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PART II - BILATERAL FRQORAMMES

7 In addition to.playing a steadily ineeding part in multilateral

programmes as described in earlier parts of this report, the ^™
Llary has undertaken extensive discussions^during the las year wi

r

of thes^progra.nes'kthin the resources available ,n the ^ ^

information a.out African requirements which oa* he provxded X* the

0—«. secrete. ■ Xt is evident^ the ^act a.^

bilateral aid programmes can be increased xf they can

the progranune of the ECA. . ,

8-" "-**-initial s^eps were discussions .** Executive Secretary held

of His--staff (and in the 6«w of three, countries, througH tos ?

i5if

grouped imder.-bhe .following headings;

Education■ and Training

Provision of experts

Pro-investment studies and investment

Standardization

Studies and research

African Development Bank.
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10. The question of providing assistance in various forms to the African

telecommunications programme- was discussed in almost all the countries

visited. However* no record of these discussions is given here since an

account of what donor countries are doing or are prepared to do can be

found in the Report on Activities in Telecommunications.-^

11. This account does not purport to be a complete picture of what each of

the countries concerned is doing in Africa. Less has been said about the

activities of countries with long established programmes, since these are

'relatively well-known. More detail is given about the activities and

potential of countries which are-only now entering the field on a significant

seal© (for this reason the Executive Secretary's team spent a longer period

-in these countries). ■' '?

12. One general observation should be made. Some of the countries visited are

compelled to make their contributions to United nations technical assistance

programmes in blocked currencies and substantial balances have accumulated.

Ways and means are under consideration for making full use of the facilities

which can be offered and paid for out of these funds. It will be evident

that much of what is available in the countries concerned and described in

thi3 report could be used as a means of expending both balances accumulated

and current contributions. This report is concerned with bilateral, aid and

assistance but it nevertheless seems right to draw attention to this important

point.

13. Throughout the visits the Executive Secretary:-was .greatly impressed by

the willingness of the donor countries to share their skills and resource?

and to provide concrete assistance in many different ways. He would like /

to express, on behalf of the Commission, his warm appreciation of the

reception he and his .party were given everywhere. ■-..:.-

1/ E/CN.14/299.
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14. There are, of course, other donor countries which have not been

visited by the Executive Secretary, or his representative and which are

already making important contributions. This is particularly, true of

Israel and the USA. Assistance has also been provided ^>y Italy, and

Pakistan and in addition the Executive Secretary, has. recently had ...

conversations in Addis Ababa with representatives of Austria, Canada

and Finland who are also in a position and willing to provide assistance.

15- This report reveals the extensive facilities,, offered by the donor

countries in many fields. These facilities, are not being, fully.-.utilized

and it is open to all African countries, to make specific requests to.

whichever donor country they may choose. The services pf. the.£CA.

secretariat are available for further information or adyice with a. view

to facilitating this process. :

EDUCATION AMD TRAINIW

Belgium

\f>^ ;FEhe ^Belgian-authorities offer to provide'1:6 - 12 scholarships 'for

•advsttoed-technical- students in Belgium for can(iid^teer'rec6mmehded by !ECA.

Belgium-ie williirig to provide scholarships to candidates 'fdr the Dakar

Institute and 'Is willing in certain cases to give 'a&di't'idnal Scholarships

for-further study in industrial countriesej The Gbveriim^nt is also prepared

to pay for Africans to take courses at the Universities in Lovariium and

'Chechoslovakia

17.-, There are .some 355P° foreign students at present ■in.1C29pho.al«valCia of

which more than 800 are Africans. They ,are attending .¥ini.ve.rgictyt GO.ur.ses

in a variety of disciplines, secondary sohools and vocational training

l/ This section of the report is an account of facilities available.and
action being taken in the countries visited. The importance of

education and training is such that another document is submitted to

the Commission (document E/CNo14/307).
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courses. Foreign students first enter one of six language centres for a

period of up to nine months for tuition in the Czech language in association

with preliminary trainimg in the subjects the students will follow

subsequently, , ..

18. A request was made that these arrangements should be extended to

sub-professional training, including groups of apprentices to work in

factories in Czechoslovakia, and also short courses for post-graduates in

specialized subjeots* The Czechoslovak-authorities agreed to consider this

sympathetically on receipt of specific proposals.

19. The Czechoslovak authorities are willing to.consider contributing to

training in Africa in institutes and in short courses by providing instructors.

In addition they are willing to arrange training in Czechoslovakia of African

instructors who would subsequently take over*

20. The Czechoslovak authorities are prepared to accept a small number of

experienced African electrical .engineers for 2-3 months to study teehnical

and mechanical problems, dealt with by the Central Organization for. Energy

Despatch.. This is particularly important in view of the neeA in Africa to

build up electric .power system? serving more than..one country.r.:. ,.. ....

21. Facilities have also been offered for training some, of the Staff of the

Afrioan Development Bank.

Federal Republic of Germany

22. Tte Federal1 Republic of Germany has decided to make a gift of-books

te the valua .ofvUS$:2,000 to the library of the Dakar. Institute^ and have

agreed to provide professors specialized in planning and monetary1-problems

for two man-year. The Government contributed US$ 10,000 to fellowships

and bursaries for- the.'. summer course held at the Dakar Institute and-an

additional sum of US$ 10,000 has been promised. The authorities have agreed

in principle to offer bursaries., on an annual basis, earmarked for the .

smaller African countries. This offer will be reviewed annually in the

light of the availability of funds and other commitments.
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23. Some 2,300 students from African countries are at present taking

courses in Western (Jerraany. The authorities'were requested to consider

the training of African technicians'and1they agreed to"offer fellowships

for study in Germany, to iilafce available1 shori-term" experts to teach in

African universities and colleges, to establish outposts of German

research and technological institutes in Afrioan countries, and >to provide

in-plant training for African, technicians, in.Germany,

iranoe

24. The scope of the French training programme is. we.ll.known, and

diseussipn concentrated on certain aspects only. An increasing effort is

being given to the training .of .technicians .of the .middle-lpvel grades and

in this context no distinction is made between the public and private

sectors in African countries. French missions are now in 14 African

countries to investigate in detail both medium and long-term training

requirements'and a synthesis;bf the results wiliJ be "ffiade"^ av4ilable: to'the

BCA next year. Training "in Afr'ioa:'is being stressed wherever possible and

training schools for agrictiltureare being established. Industrial- training

is normally carried out by private bodies supported" bythe Government. The

irench authorities weloonie increasing eniphasis on short-term courses and

will give assistance on .request.. .;. ■ .:

Hungary

25. Some 220 African students are at present taking courses in-Hungary •

and 'thex.e ,-jare^ a- number of scholarships, which have not yet been taken up*

Tb.e_auibcri,tijeis: willi consider sympathetically requests for- training at the

sub-pa?ofe.ssiQnal level including apprentice training in factories. . Places

are, available immediately' for 25 sub-professionals for a. period of four

years, one of-which ttould ~b& preparatory^ In.addition some 2 or 3>-post

graduates for p©xio.ds:-.of 3---6 months could... be vtakendn eachof the I: following

fields: hydrology including. flood control, gecxlogy, . agriculture,'..building,

food industries'.and Tiver.transp.orti.. ; :. ,■ .-■-. :.■.- .: . . . ,.:
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26. Hungary is particularly well fitted to provide training in the water

resources field. Hydrologists and engineers for post-graduate training

can "be accommodated in the Water Resources Research Institute in all

departments. Hungary can contribute teachers and equipment or provide

facilities in Hungary for training of technicians for geophysical research,

instrumentation and drilling in relation to sub-surface water at all levels

(including confined aquifers), purification and storage of river water, the

installation and operation of small and medium-scale waterworks (including

floating pumps, etc^) and flood control. They can also assist in the

training of technicians in design and construction work in this field. They

can provide local facilities for short courses for hydrologists and water

engineers. They oan provide facilities in Hungary for training Africans at

,the technician and professional levels in all branohes of river navigation,

India , ■

27. There are already a large number of African students and trainees in

India in a variety of fields and details will be provided later by the

Government.

28. India can provide fellowships in special subjects within the fields of

geology and mining including post-graduate training at the Geological Survey,

Bureau of Mines and National Minerals Development Corporation. They can

provide assistance in strengthening institutions for education, training or

research in geology and mining i* Africa.

29.■ India can provide facilities for post graduate training in all branches

of the work of the Central Water and Power Commission and in particular in

project preparation and appraisal. They oan provide facilities for study

visits by African administrators of water resources development agencies,

government advisers on multi-purpose dams, etc. They are prepared to

contribute to the strengthening of facilities in Africa for higher education

in hydro-geology, hydraulics, etc. and to the establishment of facilities

for technical training in Africa in water exploration, development and

management.
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30. _. Indfa can provide:'€ellowshipa for post-graduate training in petroleum

technoaogy, piiort-term- fellowships for administrators of petroleum and

natural gas a^e.nciesi in';ifr,ican. governments to study: the. work of the Oil-

and Natural Gas Commission and, fellowships--for qualified Africans to., work

in the Commission or -as subsidiaries and affiliates on technical and economic

aspects of oil development projects, ■ ■ '

31.. :;rIndia.can psoy;i4e fellowships, for'independent post-graduate research

in -the field :of .soils and' plant biology, agricultural chemistry (including

fertilization, .pesticides, etc.) and Mechanization. They'can provide1 ":

fellowships.to enable qualified Africans to participate in- post-graduate

research programmes .of the- Indian Agricultural Research Institute. 'They

can provide training opportunities for laboratory supporting staff. They

..can provide opportunities ,;for African research administrator's and university

tea'chers to visits the Agricultural Research Institute to study the organiza

tion, planning and content of research programmes, and axe willing to

consider-^ther ways in which the Institute's resources could be more fully

utilized in aiding agricultural development.in the. African region. They can

offer facilities for African economic planners to gain experience in

agriculture and food and nutrition planning in the Ministry of Agriculture

and the Planning Commission. " ""' " ' "

32. India offers fellowships for post-graduate xesearoh. and training in

forestry subjects in the Institute of Forest Research and other appropriate

institutes. .

33. African extension nutritionists may be offered fellowships to observe

and study the nation-wi<ie campaign for better nutrition and diet being

conducted by the Ministry of Food and Agriculture.

34* :India can provide training facilities for qualified Africans in

community development project appraisal. They can organize tours for

extension officers to. development projects in India. They can train :

selected, Africans in extension and community development organization and

techniques. . . ■. . •. . . ■■■*■■ . ... .■
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35» The- Indian authorities can provide in-plant training for African

workers in both private and public sectors of industry; subject to specific

requests. l£hey can also arrange for training of African technicians and

managers in factories. For French-speaking candidates efforts wouldhe

made to utilize French-speaking teachers from and institutions in Pondicherry,

36. India is willing to accept high level trainees in various branches p£:

telecommunications,, in particular in planning and research* ;

37. Fellowships can be offered for qualified Africans to work on research

and development problems in the large number of institutions administered

by the Council for Scientific and Industrial.Research, -

38- In general, India can accommodate students of science and technology

in universities and in institutes of technology.;

39« Nine-month courses in economic development problems are organized at

the Planning Commission for Indian studentB and the Indian authorities will

examine the possibility of taking African participants. . , ,

40. Eesearch and training facilities are also offered at the, Institute of

African Studies at Delhi University,

41. India can provide facilities for training suitably qualified Africans

in all branches of railway transport, in particular in design, finance and

planning. Teachers can also he provided for the setting up arid operation

in Africa of institutions for training Africans" in the different branches

of railway transport. - ' :"'■-.

Netherlands

42. The Netherlands have post-graduate courses in English in social, and;

economic planning,, statistics, national development and comprehensive

planning, hydraulic engineering, sanitary engineering, management of small-

scale industries, architecture and local government. In addition there is

a summer course in local government. There are courses in French on

photogramraetryj tropical health and tropical agriculture (for upper and

middle grades). In these fields the Netherlands Government offer fellowships.
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Some of these .have, already .(been ..taken up... Fellowships were also offered,

for, a summer course inr,i.Rdustrialization held in 1964. One candidate only

was nominated. The.Dutch authorities, are at.present giving more; emphasis

to middle, grade.-training:and-..a substantial additional allocation has "been

made, for; this, purpose-during the next three to five years,? -...

43. Yoqatiorial, schools .are. being, established, in Africaner water control,.;

hydrology, agriculture, and; management of small-s-cale industries.*; In all

these areas there is ample scope for more African candidates.

44,. Courses.of ..up;. i/otl nine months for those with professional qualifications

and five to ten years, ^perience are provided in te.leoommunicatiqnsj e.g. ■

automatic.telephone and micro-wave equipment. An 18 months course for

students with a general certificate of education or its equivalent is being

carried out at a training school with about 50 students in an African

country. Specialized teachers have been provided and African instructors

^ al-soJbeing trained iotake over later. ;

Poland .:■,-.....■ ■ ■ ; ■ -.■•.£ ::'. S...- -:.■■'':■ ■ '■ '-

45,: . P_dland- can.make available, training-facilities- in Polish institutions,,

of higher education, secondary technical schools, vocational training ■

centres, on-the-job training and in the advanced course on national economic

planning organized by the Central School of Planning and Statistics in co

operation with Warsaw University and the Polish Academy of Science. The

Polish Government offer five fellowships for the course to be held from

September 1964 to May 19^5 and four candidates have so far been nominated.

46. The Polish authorities are willing to help African countries in the

training of fishermen, boat builders and fishnet makers, either in fisliery

schools. in:-Poland :or at specially.^prganised short courses.■'■< Technical

documentation can alpq.be provided in the field, of fisheries:?including proto

types of ^fishing; boats-. ■■.;..... . . . .
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41+- The Polish Government" is willing to make available the services of ■

a professor to act as a member of-the Panel of Advisers to the Dakar ■' '■■''•

Institute for Economic Development -and Planning. A Polish professor will-

also .be available to lecture- to the Dakar '-Institute- for a period of ^-finree

months on subjects to be. agreed betwee&'the Central Sbhoel of Planning and

-.Statistics in Warsaw and the"Institute. The Central School of Planning

and Statistics will also exc&a'nge publications on teaching materials with

the Dakar Institute. She Institute "will offer fellows-hips to Polish ■

candidates/.and Polish..institutes will offer fellowships to-African- ■ ' i ■

candidates;^ . •.-■—' ■ ■■ ■ "■■ ■ "■■■"' ": ■''■'''■ ■■■' ■ '-■-:'. ■■'■■■-; ■■ •' -■' "• :--::'

Sweden ._ . .-..,.■ ■ . ....

48*; The. Swedish authorities ar# prepared to consider: requests to

apprentice., training for Africans. . : :. .: .

49* They are also prepared to" consider contributions to training courses

in Africa on the basis of specific requests.

50. They are prepared to make available Swedish literature on

planning i^or the Dakar. Institute. Although there is a heavy, demand .for .-;;.

Swedish lecturers in economic planning every effort will be. made, tP. ,aB.^st,

provided requests are made regularly nine months ahead of,,the. .period..when,:

the lecturer is required. The Swedish authorities are also prepared, to

consider assistance in building an international students' house and this"

matter'is being pursue:a: by the'Acting Director of the Dakar Institute.

United Kingdom ■■.;-,'.■ . ■ . . ■ ' ■ ■ ■ . .' . ■ ; ■ :.■..'."

51. ThB contribution'of the: United:Kingdom to the training programme for"

Africans in the United Kingdom and within Africa is'well known and only

certain aspects of the'problem are examined here. Hitherto' the main'"emphasis

has been1-on graduate training in a variety of professional field's, 'and 'the

government authorities haVe riot played,'a major role in helping to organize

middle-level training in Africa" which has been regarded as the responsibility

of industry3 ■ but they are prepared to consider playing a greater part in future.
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On the whole the United Kingdom authorities are not in favour of bringing

middle-level Africans to the United Kingdom and prefer to contribute to

organizing courses in Africa. They recognize, however, that in certain

fields, e.g. many branches of industry, training in the United Kingdom or

other European countries is necessary. They are prepared to send training

officers to Africa and to make available additional experts for this purpose.

The United Kingdom is contributing demonstration equipment and text books

and is preparing syllabuses for training programmes. A number of private

companies are already active in the training field in Africa. The new

Industrial Training Act will create substantial new training facilities

within the United Kingdom which could be thrown open for training of

Africans in due course. The Department of Technical Co-operation will

explore new outlets in private industry, particularly light industry and

building materials. A substantial survey of training institutions and

requirements in Commonwealth Africa is now being carried out and the

results will be communicated to the ECA.

USSR

52. The USSR has substantial training programmes for various grades of

technical personnel already operating in Asia and the Middle East and in

certain African'oountries.

53- The USSR is willing to establish a centre in Africa to train skilled

workers and instructors. On completion of their training instructors would

be equipped to run similar institutes at national and sub-regional levels.

This is a mass, and not a university training programme. The area covered

would be maintenance of agricultural machinery, electrical engineering and

communications. The intermediate technicians would train for a period of

two years and instructors for periods of up to four years, and they could then

be assigned either directly to industries or to vocational and technical

schools. The instructors would acquire theoretical knowledge and practical

skills and experience equivalent to the training of graduates of technical

colleges in western countries or graduates in the USSR (certified technicians'!
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The USSR authorities,poiMe.d out that *h6ir development programmes require

this kind of training and that in meetxng this need USSR experts had

acquired special; .skills and experience -which they would like to put at the

disposal of African countries. They suggest that if-the' ECA could ensure

the over-all administration and a host country, land and buildings, a team

of some 10 - 25 instructors would be sent, at the expense of the USSR to run

the course and train:their replacement^; within a period of 6 - 36 months.

The team would have to be accompanied by interpreters. Equipment would

also be provided. It was pointed out that an examination of this offer

would require consultation with United ffakons Headquarters and the ILO.

^i>-:.:-Th® US!R..ar^^i?:ldjl«,,1:5 cont^^te ^siting lecturers for periods of
*™*° three monthsrfor::tfe? Dakar InstUu^for, ^onomic Development and

^alining. Literature on .planning and development will -be provided in both
Stench and English. . The USS3R welcome participant ^om the Dakar. Institute

%SQm±TCS ^ °ther ** co^ses ^^ifferentin^itu^o^ in the USSR: %T ^.^^o^ in the US
A trammg expert in the field of planning can\be^ade ^ayaiXabAe to advise
on the curriculum of the Dakar Institute.

55. Fifteen AtrLaaam* attended., an inter-regional seminar pn
Techniques held in Moscow in July 1964.

Yugoslavia • '- -■■'■:■' ' ..:■.•

56.' The Yugoslav authorities pointed out that insufficient use was teing
made of fellowships already offered. ' c' :

57. Arrangements can be made.for courses in Frenoh or English for groups
of ten to fifteen technician trainees, lugoslay teachers, could also be

sent to African countries to give introductory-courses (include language)
for prospective trainees.

58. Trainees could be placed without, diff^ul^ within .industrial
enterprises. '"

59. African students (espec^al^ those entering,

participate in summer courses in Yugoslavia.
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60. For training apprentices the Yugoslav authorities prefer courses

within .Africa to which contributions of staff? equipment and teaching

materials could "be made. Such courses made possible the selection of

good instructor material for further training, on the spot or in ;

Yugoslavia.

61. Where training was associated with plants being provided by Yugoslavia

the facilities could be enlarged to take in trainees not connected with the

plant. ■ ' .■

■ ■ ' ■■

62. Yugoslavia was particularly well placed to provide assistance, on the

'submission of concrete requests, in the field of water resource exploration,

development and management. Tliis includes a contribution to training schemes

in-Africa for technicians in the field of water exploration (geophysical,

instrumentation, drilling). Facilities-are available in Yugoslavia for

training high level technicians in design, construction, waterworks installa

tion and maintenance, hydros-chemical analysis, purification, flood control

and irrigation schemes. :

63. Facilities could also be provided for post-graduate training of African

hydrolbgists 'and engineers ^arti-cularly in the; carrying out of feasibility

studies. Short courses in Yugoslavia for groups of liydrologists", engineers,

etc. could also be arranged. Yugoslavia can provide training for Africans

at the technical and professional levels in all branches of river navigation,

64. There are' facilities in Yugoslavia,, in such organizations as Energo

Projekt, for training African engineers in multi-purpose water development

.and utilization of hydros-power resources including appraisal, vpre-investment

■and feasibility-studies of hydro-power projects, long distance transmission,

*vrwvfH-ir.atftri pT-nAiifttion and consumption, ^standardization, pricing, etc.

65. Similar facilities are available for training in appropriate departments

of the Yugoslav-Electricity Union.

66* Assistance can be provided in education and training, in surveying and

cartography, geology and mining at all levels,:e.g. middle-grade technicians,

university courses and>poe*»^i6<iua*e spdCialiSaiimu^ Staff and equipment

for ia»iai^ig~course&*itt A£ri©a4WC©Uttt*aj&if can be proriuied^ Scholarships are
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available for graduate study in geology and mining-;.----Stal^-can' "be. provided- for

strengthening the teaching ofj. special subjept^ in institutions of higher

education in Africa- Fellowships can be. provided for postgraduate^ ..

specialization especially counterpart teaching., ©taff. Study facilities...

to groups of geologists, and mining-engineers from_: the. African region can .

be organized, ■■■^...; :.■_-,■:.. ■-'■;. ■.::■■'■•■•

67» Facilities are available for training Africans at all levelsand in all

branches-of petroleum and-natural;-, gas. ■ . : .. ■ ..

68. ' Training facilities' are ^'available at technician and professional levels

in all "branches of river navigation* " ■ : .: ■ ■'J ■"-■■ '.-■ i ■:/-'■";' ■ ■-■-:■

6^;-, , Visiting professors can be provided for the Dakar Institute on'request.

.OF EXPERTS

70. The main context of the discussion ab6u-fcJ ttt&-prbv-i;sibn of experts was

the possibility of the donor governments provxd-ing -shorts-term experts in

specialized fields.-at short notice ..and at the request pf governments, either

directly or through:;.itiie Soonomic Commission--for..-Africa,....

Belgium

71_r... Belgium can provide experts in a wide variety of fields and considers

that there is scope for using more Belgian experts. The possibility of

contributing experts to planning missions to certain countries is under

consideration.

Czechoslovakia ' : ■ .: ; ■■■-.■.-

72. The Czechoslovak authorities agreed in principle to make available

experts for short-term advisory services to African countries and to carry

out survey work of all kinds.
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Federal Republic of Germany. . ....■■■.

73. The Federal Geological Institute is willing i£ principle to provide,

short-term experts to the-Economic Commission for.Africa-secretariat, to

advise on-the possibility'of establishing a cartographic centre in Africa

and also to individual-African-countries on request. In this connexion .

the authorities agreed to consider sympathetically a request to donate ',

geological maps to tfce ECA. Map Library and Documentation Centre.

74. The Federal Republic in the last three years has sent experts to 17

African countries to advi^- .in the field of hydrology and water, development,

mineral surveying and development. Expert, services of this kind will

continue to be provided on request 1 in particular it is possible to provide

short-term experts to assisi" in surface water and river basin exploration.

75. The German authorities have agreed to finance the carrying out, through

a consultant institution, of a study on the possible development of basic

chemicals and fertilizers in East and Central Africa. In addition, they are

considering the possibility of carrying out a study in the same sub-region

of small scale and medium scale industry.

76. The German authorities are prepared in principle to assist the. Economic

Commission for Africa secretariat, through expert advice, in further work

to be done in connexion with the creation of an African Payments Union.

77. The German Development Foundation is considering sending an expert to

the ECA .secretariat to advise on the adoption of a punch card system for

recording basic economic data.

France

78. The French authorities are willing to provide out of bilateral funds

experts for short-term, missions. In this connexion they have agreed to

provide a complete list of the industrial studies they have undertaken in

Africa*
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Hungary

79. ;?he Hungarian authorities are willing to provide experts in all phases

of water resource survey am*, development (hydro-geologioal and other forms

of water resource exploration,, design of. water supply systems* advioe on

national water planning and management, problems of river transport and

navigation, the exploitation of international rivers and lakes and river

basin studies invading the design and construction of dams, multi-purpose

projects, sedimentation and irrigation. They are also willing to provide

experts in the following subjects* food industries, aluminium, industrial

programming and economic integration. , .

India . - ; ■ ■■ '■■>' . ■ * ' ••'■"- ■ " "

80. The Indian authorities are willing to make available specialists in

geology and associated fields (both on short and longer term assignments up

to two years) to advise on or,.assist with exploration work* to assist in the

design and establishment of suitable metallurgical testing and research

institutions; to provide advioe on the establishment of institutions for

mineral exploitation; and to advise on the reform of mining legislation

It was suggested that a small group of Indian geologists, mining engineers,

etc. should visit Africa to determine areas to which co-operation could be

--■-nded including the exploration and exploitation of minerals for export.

African countries.wishing to match supplies with Indian needs could enter

into arrangements with, or consider setting up joint enterprises 'with suitable
Indian agencies, . ... , ,

81. India can provide experts individually or in small teams to undertake

river valley and. other surface water exploration and appraisal; advise on

water legislation and administration5 advise on the utilization of foreign

know-how in water resources and hydro-power development.

82, India can provide experts, advisers and consultants on general or specific

agricultural problems and in particular to join teams for large-scale project,

studies and appraisal? advise on the organization of soil.surveys and the

preparation of fertility maps? advise on improvements in agricultural
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make joint investigations, in collaboration with appropriate institutions

in Africa, of specific problems of high priority in African agriculture

including exchange of research data^ advise in the field-of fertilizer

production and.demand studies^ and provide assistance in research into food

storage and protection problems.

83. .India can provide (for a period of up to two years) an expert in forest

industries; can advise on.the organisation and development of forest products,

research and development laboratories; provide expert advice on development

of forest resources inventories? and promote joint research into pulp and

paper making based on mixed tropical stands.

84. India can provide experts to advise governments on community development
programmes.

85. India can provide, experts on small and medium scale industries including

industrial estates.

86. India can make available a team of experts to assist African countries

in the designing of projects, negotiations, drawing up and examining of

contracts for supplying various types of machinery.

87. India can provide experts in the field of telecommunications.

88. India can provide consultants for the development of scientific and

industrial research in Africa particularly in connexion with appraisals for

establishing industrial development centres and contribute 'some staff to such

institutes while African counterparts were undergoing "training. Assistance

can be given in the laboratory investigation of specific industrial problems,

on the development of scientific and technological research policies and

.programming, and on the" establishment of registers of high level scientific

and technological manpower.

89. The National Productivity Council could provide short-term experts on the

establishment of institutions for promoting productivity; expert teachers

(for periods of up to two years) to assist in the establishment of produc

tivity development institutions; and assistance in obtaining the services of

experts on various aspects of productivity from industry or other research

organizations in India,
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90. Indian railway authorities can provide high level advice on sub-

regional railway development projects; provide consultants on short-term

assignments to examine specific problems, or small teams to carry out

technical-economic investigations5 provide expert advice on the development

of local manufacture of certain kinds of railway equipment.

91. India can also provide advice on the development of road research in

the African region perhaps through one or two experts joining a team to

appraise the present status of road research work and its utilization. In

this connexion the results of work done in India on technical problems of

road engineering, wherever physical conditions are similar, could be

provided; laboratory investigations could be carried out andTroad research

strengthened through the provision of personnel'and, in appropriate cases,

special equipment of Indian design and manufacture.

Netherlands ' ., > ■..■...

92. The'Netherlands authorities are willing to make available short-term

experts out of bilateral"funds, perhaps subject to a small local contribution,

in tropical agriculture, -mining, water, building, roads, canals, public

health and small-scale industries* .....

Poland ... ,

93. Poland is willing to send teams of economists on short-term missions

to African countries or to participate in short-term teams organizedi-b^-ECA.

94- The Polish authorities are in a position to advise African governments

on the organization and techniques of cooling, freezing, processing and

distributing fish. They can supply technical documentation:on cold storage

plants, refrigerators and small aggregates for the manufacture of fish meal.

They have agreed to provide a team of experts on the development of the meat

industry which is shortly starting work in a number of African countries.

They will be able to render similar assistance in the field of grains.
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95. They axe willing to send experts for the exploration of mineral deposits

such as -bituminous, brown coal, lignites, iron ore, non-ferrous ores, sulphur,

sodium, soda, potash, magnesium, salt... and phosphate. These services ranging

from individual service to large mineral investigation projects could be

carried out by teams of Polish geologists with the aid.of modern surveying

geophysical and drilling equipment and with the application of such modern

exploration techniques as photogeology and geochemical prospecting.

96. Polish geological teams could also participate in the execution: of

geological survey schemes to cover large areas. They are willing to :

participate in surveys and investigations of underground water resources

and the drilling of pump holes for, water. They can. carry out site,

investigations and foundation studies in connexion with the building of dams

and construction schemes. They .axe willing to prepare mining projects and

designes for underground and open cast mines and also to draw up projects

for modernization and extension of existing mining plants.

97. Poland has at its disposal a special type of aeroplane (PZL 101 "Gawron")

to perform the following agricultural services: misting, dusting and

spraying of insecticides and fertilizing. " The planes are navigated by pilots

widely experienced in such work in Poland as well as'abroad.

98. Poland has offered to assist in studies for the development of electric

power, transmission lines and the production of power equipment in Africa.

Sweden

99. The Swedish authorities agreed'to examine sympathetically a contribution

to the pool of international experts envisage^,' and suggested that this might

also include "junior" experts. Sweden is able to supply a considerable

number of "associate" experts under the United Nations technical assistance

programme and African countries should be encouraged-to apply for them.

Sweden is financing for one year a specialist on building research and

documentation who is working with the ECA Housing, Building and Physical

Planning Section,
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United Kingdom ■ . ■;..;.. ■ . - ■■..■. .. .-.-.-.

100. The United Kingdom is willing to contribute short-term experts in a

wide variety of industrial subjects as well'as in other fields at the

request of governments.' Normally they would employ experts outside

government service. . .: ..'..-

USSR

101. The USSR is willing to provide short-term experts in a wide variety

of fields.

Yugoslavia -. ■ ■ ■ . . . ■ .■...--■.: -:

102. 'Apart from'Yugoslav experts under United batibns programmes there are

420 Yugoslav experts In ftorth Africa under "bilateral arrangements and the

total throughout Africa in 1964 is about 700 of which 500 are in Horth

Africa, ■ ,...■■...-. .. " . ".: ■■ ■ - ■ . ■ . .

103. Yugoslavia is willing to provide1 short-term experts in water resource

exploration-, development and management and also longer-term experts

(hydrologists? hydraulic engineers,'sanitary engineers, hydrometrls'ts, etc)

for field projects lasting up to two years for hydrqgeological and other

forms of water resource exploration, designing water supply systems and

advising on national water planning and management. They are also willing

to assist ECA's programmes in water resource exploration and development

and to provide experts for sub-regional projections of demand-'aikd.-supply

of water,: ■. ..• ■-. ■ ;■ _ . .'■■.. ■■■■■ ... ...:■.

104., They could provide an expert to assist- in enquiring into facilities

in Africa for professional and technical education and training in the

electricity industry and would be willing to advise generally on ECA

programmes and projects in. hydro power. . .

105- They could provide high1 level experts for geological surveying,

cartography and mining both for "short periods and for field projects lasting

up to two years.
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106. They could contribute experts and equipment to regional centres for

training in airborne surveying and in mapping of natural resources, photo

processing and interpretation, and to the common services centres for

operations in aerial surveying and data interpretation,,

107- They could provide facilities for metallurgical testing and studying

metallurgical problems relating to mineral development projects.

108. They could provide experts and equipment for specific soil and water

services associated with agriculture and forest development.

109o Yugoslavia could provide experts in industrial programming, ship

building, hydro-electric plant and transmission equipment,., non-ferrous

metals, food processing (including meat and animal by-products, vegetables

and fruit, cotton seeds, fish) manufacture of animal foodstuffs, tropical

wood processing, tobacco, milling of cereals other than wheat, and tubers.

110. The Yugoslav authorities are considering ways and means by which the

Community Institute for Labour Productivity can assist- developing, countries

and are willing on request to assist the design of labour productivity

research and intraining of staff. . ..-.-■

PRE-INVESTMENT STUDIES AND INVESTMENT . . -

Belgium

111. The Belgian authorities were requested to undertake a pre-investment

study of the possibilities of establishing new transport links between a

group of African countries. This request was received sympathetically and

is under examination.

112. The Belgian authorities expressed interest in ECA's industrial programme

and in particular its approach to sub-regional co-ordination, and expressed

.willingness to consider seriously requests to undertake pre-investment

studies in the industrial field.
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Czechoslovak!a

113. Czechoslovakia agreed 1:1 principle to provide tee-ms to carry out, on

request, pre-investment studies in heavy engineering, chemicals, agricultural

machinery, leather, glass and ceramics, textiles? cement, power plant and

sugar.

114- It was also understood that in certain circumstances Czechoslovakia

would be able to provide assistance up to the investment stage. It has

frequently been the practice for Czechoslovakia to provide a pre-investanent

study, build the factory including the supply of equipment, and carry out

extensive training operations for the different types of labour which would

be employed.

Federal Republic of Germany

115- In response to a request to carry out a pro-investment survey on the

possibility of developing new transport links between a group of African

countries thore hat been an exchange of letters between the Federal

Government and the Executive Secretary concerning the nature of the survey,

and arrangements for carrying it out. The survey team will start work

shortly.

116. The authoritias are considering the possibility of undertaking pre-

investment studies in the industrial field m the light of the conclusion

of the Conference on the Co-ordination of Industrial Development in West

Africa.

France

117. The FrenGh authorities were requested to undertake a pre-investment

study of the development of new transport links between a group of African

countries. This request is under consideration*

118. They also expressed a willingness to consider the carrying out of pre«

investment studies recommended by KCA sub-regional, meetings on ii

development.
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Hungary

119- ■The "Hungarian authorities agreed to consider the carrying out of pre--

investment studies on request following the BCA sub-regional industrial

meetings, with a- preference' for the following fields'a precision engineering,

electronics, rail and water transport equipment, buses? specialized machine

tools,.,.food industry .equipment/ .'telecommunications equipment, water, supply

equipment,, power plant', metering devices and the aluminium industry.

120. It was also noted1 that' m certain circumstances Hungary would be able

to-provide assistance up to the investment stage. Hungary' has "been supplying

complete factories involving the pre-investkent study- supply of equipment,

erection of factcriess supply of know-how and licences, training of workers.

For example, they were in a position to supply .factories for the manufacture

of pre-stressed concrete, glass, ceramics and "bricks (and had already done

so in some African countries)•

India ■ .....■■

121. The Indian authorities agreed in principle to participating^ through

the supply of exports; in studies'following ECA's sub-regional industrial

meetings.

'■122, The Indian authorities are considering joint vent-ores in African

■countries and in this'context would be vailing to supply equipment and train

African worker's and'a'nucleus of technicians for specific projects.

123. It was noted that India, is particularly experienced in textiles and

could therefore participate at both the pre-investment and investment stages

in this field. .......

124. The Netherlands Government is prepared in principle, through a

consultant firm, and jointly with the EGA, to carry out a survey of river

navigability.'
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Sweden

125- The Swedish authorities "believe it is' preferable for pre-investraent

studies to be carried cut by the United Nations .Special Fund. There iBj

however, a clear recognition of the importance of this work in Africa and

the Svredish authorities are willing to consider requests, A number of

suggestions were made.

United Kingdom

126. The United Kingdom authorities are in a position and willing iri

principle to contribute to pre-investment studies^ operating largely through

consultant firms and in a wide range of industries. They were specifically

requested to undertake a pre-investment study of, possibilities of developing

new transport links in a group of African countries and agreed in principle

to do so on receipt of specific requests from the countries, concerned.

127. The United Kingdom believe that before pre-investment surveys are

carried out there should be a reasonable prospect of subsequent investment.

Yugoslavia

128. The Yugoslav authorities agreed in principle to participate through

teams of experts in pre-investnent surveys requested subsequent to ECA sub-

regional industrial meetings, with a preference for the following fields?

non-ferrous metals, wood industry, electrical equipment especially power plants,

ship-building, river craft and agricultural machinery. It was noted that

feasibility studies could be arranged by the appropriate "State of an or by

specialized institutions or enterprises,, a list of which they undertook to

provide together with summarised information on feasibility projects alrec*!;/

undertaken in Africa.
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STANDARDIZATION

129. The Governments cf the Netherlands, Poland and Sweden have agresd"er.<"j.

to make available an expert to form a team which will shortly carry out a

preliminary survey of standardization problems in Africa. The main- purpo .-:.' "

will be to examine how far standardisation is applied and "by what systems,

to establish in which fields intensive work should be done first and in w^-t

orderi to examine the possible application in Africa, on a regional basis5

of standardization already drawn up under the auspices of the International

Standardization Organization? and to make recommendations on the possible

machinery for the study and application of standardization in Africa. It 13

expected that this preliminary report will be available towards the middle

of 1965.

130* The Indian Standards Institute which was established in 1947 has beer,

.successful in planning and introducing standardization, in India and tho

authorities agreed to co-operate in the EGA Programme of Work on standardi

zation by'making available an expert.

STUDIES AJH> RESEARCH

Czechoslovakia

131. The Czechoslovak authorities pointed out that there was provision in

the national plan for a reserve of specialists available for assistance to

developing countries in the harnessing of applied research to economic

planning and development. These could be provided:on request in a variety

of fields;

132. At the:Institute for Research in Minerals, Raw Materials, testing of

ores and the study of metallurgical problems (as well as post-graduate

training of Africans in metallurgy, mineralogy and mineral concentration;

could be undertaken..
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133. The Czechoslovak authorities agreed to prepare a paper on their "trade

policy and the trading mechanisms' employed"' including 'some indications of'

future perspectives for -fcracle with African countries. They also agreed to

prepare a second paper on'procedures and'mechanisms in relation to African

development, including "'financing."" They were invited to'send'experts'to" ' "'

discuss these papers with" the''secretariat, with a view" to presentation 'to'

seminars 'to be held uniier the "auspices of the Dakar' Institute and to take

part in "these seminars. "' ' '""'"'■" ■■■ - ' ■•■■■■"' ■ ■' ■■''

France ■■■.:■..■■ . r.^rr: --in .- .■;..-■■

134» Data on extensive Frenchresearch activities of relevance to Africa

has been made available." '■-*■■■■■ -~ r~ ''- ■■ ■ ■■■■ ■"■■ ■■ / ■■

Hungary

135- The Hungarian authorities agreed to prepare a paper on their trade

policy and the trading mechanisms employed including some indications of •

future perspectives;for trade with. African countries. They..'also agreed-to1,

prepare a second paper on procedures and mechanisms: in relation to African

development including financing. They were invited to send experts to

discuss these papers with the secretariat with a view to presentation to

seminars to be held under the auspices1of-the Bakar Institute and to take

part' in these seminars. . ■ ■'■ ■ "■'-.- ■:■. ■ ■■'■■ " \.: -. ■ --

136. It was agreed that a Hungarian expert would prepare a paper on the

'aluminium industry in West Africa covering the present situation and the

propseots of establishing a vertically integrated industry based on West

African bauxite and energy resources. ' ■

India .':

137. .The Indian-authorities agreed to co-operate with the BCA in' a js'tudy;Vi

of trade perspectives subsequent to the United-Nations'Conference-'on Tfade

and Development. A second joint project envisaged is a study on impediments,

to trade between India and Africa. A third study would be on the problem

of the Indian settler communities in Africa.
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Netherlands .

138. There is an active programme of research in tropical agriculture

including agriculture proper and medical and anthropological aspects, and

an institute is being established in an African country. Substantial

research work is being carried out on economic programming and planning

and in building. Research and development work is being undertaken on

tools and instruments including simple agricultural tools. A small factory-

has been established in Utrecht working experimentally on the assembly of

radio and television sets on a small scale, by careful study of the

undertaking of several operations by the same worker and by multi-purpose

equipment. Co-operation was offered in a comprehensive study of the

manufacture of radio and television sets in Africa,

139- Considerable research work is carried out on hydrology and water

problems. —

Poland

140. The Polish Institute of deep.sea fishery at Gdynia is willing to carry

out research of interest to: Africa on request.

United Kingdom

141. There are three research institutions in the United Kingdom with

tropical interests? the Road Research Laboratory, the Building Research

Station, and the Tropical Products Institute..

142r In addition to dealing with enquiries received in London they send out

experts to Africa at the request of governments and require, only a small

local contribution. : ., ..

USSR _

143. The USSR is willing to prepare a paper summing up the experience gained

at the United Nations Conference on the application of Science and Technology!
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Jugoslavia

144. The Institute of Mining in Belgrade has been conducting research on

the manufacture of coking coal from poor quality lignitic coals. The

services of'this institute are available for the solution of these problems
in Africa,

145. The Yugoslav authorities are prepared to consider, on receipt of

detailed proposals, the setting up of counterparts to their research ■■»--■■•
institutes in Africa, and to train Africans to run them.

146. The Yugoslav authorities agreed-to prepare a paper on their trade °
policy and the trade mechanisms employed including some indications of '-■

future perspectives for trade with African countries.- The authorities also

agreed to prepare a second paper on procedure- and mechanisms in relation to

African development including financing. They were invited to send experts

to discuss these papers with, the secretariat with a view to presentation to
.seminars to be held under the. auspices cf the Dakar Institute' and tor take
part in these seminars.. , :-:.■■■

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BAUK

Czechoslovakia

147., Apart from the training of tank.officials and experts the Czechoslovak
authorities expressed their willingness to. co-operate ;With the, bank as one

of the focal points in, their aid programme. It was explained:that while .
gr^ts would not be available, Czechoslovak credits might in certain cases

be.extended through the Bank and that other ways of co-operating with it
were.under study.

France

148. The ^ench Gove^ment is willing to undertake training of African Bank
personnel and provide, on request, expert advice. In addition it indicated

that there was no objection in principle to.the Compagnie francaise

d-assurance pour le Commerce exterieur (COFACE) guaranteeing- certain types
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of loans within the framework of the over-all operations of the Bank

subject to the condition that projects for which finance is sought will be

examined case by case. In addition the French,. Government agrees in

principle that the Gaisse centrale de co-operation economique (CCCE) should

participate in the financing of certain projects, with a preference for

multilateral projects which the Bank itself is financing, on condition that

the geographical area of operations is taken into account.

Federal Republic of Germany.,

149. The German authorities indicated their willingness to make capital

contributions to the Bank on a specific project basis*, the fields of •

particular interest would be.chemicals and .fertilizers, cement and textiles.

Possibilities of co-operation.between the Bank and the German Development Co.,

.a private concern investing in developing countries particularly in

;-connexion with equity participation, were explored. It was agreed that

further discussions would-"be held after the appointment of the Managing

Director of the Bank. ..She'German authorities also-: indicated their willingness

to provide experts to assist the staff of the Bank.

Hungary

150. The Hungarian authorities stated their intention to invite the Bank

to send a mission to discuss specific projects and concrete proposals for.

co-operation. The National Bank of Hungary Board of Exchange expressed

interest' in two' types of guarantee of ^rojecta: one would be in the form

of general advice from ECA which would apply particularly to multi-lateral

projects? and the other would be a more formal'guarantee from the^African

Development Bank. : The authorities will examine possibilities of extending

credit through the bantf'and participating in project evaluation. It was

also agreed in principle that the facilities of the Hungarian National Bank

would be available to train officials.

■ India : . _.■ . .: ./■ :■: . ■ ' -:" '■■ ': ""•?1"'

151. It was suggested that the Bank authorities should enter into

consultation with the Government of India to examine : ways in which

;collaboration could -be promoted.
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Sweden

152. The Swedish authorities stressed the value of the African Development

Bank in project development and in the "labelling" of projects, and also

its possible role in relation to national development "banks. The Swedish

authorities are anxious to channel more of their financial assistance

through international bodies and are therefore well disposed to negotiate

with the Bank on possibilities of special loans or grants, co-operation in

project studies, provision of training facilities and short-term loans of

advisers.

United Kingdom

153. The United Kingdom authorities are willing to extend training

facilities to officers of the Bank. They would prefer, in this connexion,

some division of labour between other countries offering similar facilities.

They are willing to consider the provision of expert assistance to the

staff of the Bank. The United Kingdom Government is also willing to provide

capital assistance to the Bank at the appropriate time.
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List of 1964 regional P*-ojects/or; Africa for which .authority

for implementation .has .been.delegated to. EGA.

,. (grouped by field of activities.}

Economic Development

67'62 ..■ .AfriQan..;In£titute for Economic Development and Planning
(FelldwshipsV '" ■ ' ■ V s

1^2"63:, Pre-Institute Activities - Dakar
134-63 Demographic Training and Research Centre ~ Dakar

XBo'lf^* Cemo^aP^Q Training- ahd;Re.search Centre - Cairo

33-64 Expert Meeting, on .Factors and Policies i* the Transi
tion from Subsistence to Commercial Agriculture

ED 422 Regional Planning Advisers '"■:-- ■ ■'• -^

m 664 African Development Bank :-

Social development -■■■'

133-63 • Training Coureo for Social Workers-(Institutional
Managers)

SW 405 Regional Advisers in Social Field

SW 517 ■ African Institute for .Economic Development and Pla^in^^
(Regional Planning Adviser ?in Soeial-'-Aepects)

SW 580 ..,- ^perts Group Meetings Social Defence (The Develop- '
ment of national Progx-ammes for the Prevention of Crime

, . . and Juvenile Delinquency.)

SW 579 . Training Course for Instructors in Social Work

.Industry, Transport and Natural Resourcss aa

3l8 Regional Transport Advisors

438 Regional Advisers in Natural Resources,
and Power

439 Regional Advisers in Industrial Development

61? ^ ^^
, irade ana Transport (JTorth African-'Mission)

689 Meeting-of'Everts on Application of Science and
Technology ■ '■

711 Trans 'Sahara Road: Mission . • '
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ED-706

137-63

144-63

86-64

65-65

SW 277

SW 372

sw 704

sw 595

Statistics

ED 219

ED 275

ED 427

126-63

127-63

128-63

145-63

31-64

Contribution to UNESCO Conference on Science and

Technology-

Regional Cartographic Adviser

Seminar on Industrial Estates

Meeting of Experts on Regional Training in Photogrammetry

and Airborne Surveys

Seminar on Pulp and Paper Industry

Regional Advisers in Housing, Building and Physical

Planning

Workshop on the Role of Physical Planning and Urbaniza

tion Policies in Development

Sector Studies on Development of Production of Selected

Building Materials and Components

Self-Help Housing Course, Addis Ababa.

Regional Statistical Advisers

Statistics, Study Tours? Seminar and Meetings

Statistical Training Institutes at University Level

Rabat - Fellowships

Statistical Training Course - Middle Grade Level -

Addis Ababa

Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -

Accra (Achimota) ♦

Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -

Yaounde

~£CA/ECE Study Tour on Relation of Statistics to Planning

Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -

Nairobi

Seminar, on Vital. Statistics

Trade and Commerce

ED 561

ED 594

129-63

130-63

131-63

Regional Advisers in Trade and Commerce

Regional Advisers in Economic Surveys .

Advanced Training Course in Customs Administration

ECA/GATT Course on Commercial Policy

(English speaking)

ECA/GATT Course on Commercial Policy

(French speaking)
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Public Administration

PA 136 Regional Advisers in Public Administration

PA 178 Regional Advisers in Customs Administration

PA 215 Seminar on Central Services to Local Authorities

PA 216 Conference of Directors of Public Administration

Institutes and Directors of Central Personnel Agencies

in Africa

PA 218 Training Course in Organization and Methods

(ihglish speaking)

Administration

ED 678 Secretarial assistance to Regional Advisers

SW 581 Secretarial assistance to Regional Advisers

PA 214 Secretarial assistance to Regional Advisers
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List of 1965 Regional Projects for Africa financed from

Technical Assistance funds for which authority for implementation

will be delegated to ECA

(grouped by Resolution)

ECOSOC RESOLUTION 222(IX)

129"63 Training Course in Customs Administration

6?"62 ^^^ ^st^ute for Economic Development and Planning
(Fellowships) ■ .&

130-63 ECA/GATT Course in Commercial Policy

137-63 Regional Cartographic Adviser

138-63 Groundwatsr Seminar

65-65 Seminar on Pulp and Paper Industries

66~65 Statistical Training Institutes at University Level
(Rabat) -. .■ ■

67-65 Sub-regional Meetings Heads of Statistical Offices
ITorth and East Africa

68-65 Meeting of Directors at Statistical Training Centres
126-63 Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -■■■■=

Addis Ababa

127-63 Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -
Accra, Achirriota

128-63 Statistical Trailing Centre - Middle Grade Level -
Yaounde

31~64 Statistical Training Centre - Middle Grade Level -
Bast Africa

134-63 De.aograpliio Research and Training Centre (Dakar)

135-63 Demographic Research and Training Centre (Cairo)

GA RESOLUTION 200 (ill)

Regional Transport Advisers

439 Regional Advisers in Industrial Development

561 Regional Advisers in Trade and Commerce

219 Regional Advisers in Statistics

438 Regional Advisers in Natural Resources

594 Regional Advisers in Economic Surveys

422 Regional Planning Advisers
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ED 275 ■Statistics 1 Study Tours, Seminars, Meetings.

ED 816 Training Centre in Small-Scale Water Storages

^ 678 Secretarial Assistance to Regional Advisers

ED 815 Training Course in Industrial Programming

GA RESOLUTION 4l6(v)

sw 4O5 Regional Advisers in the Social Field

SW 277 Regional Advisers in Housing, Physical Planning and
Building. . ... ,.

OT 701 Sub-Regional Meeting on Development of Rural Life and
Institutions

SW 579 Training Course for Instructors in Social Tfork

Seminar on Research and Documentation in Housing and
s¥ 783

■ Building ,...■■.• - ' ■■

SW 704 Sector Studxes on Development of Production of Selected
Building--Materials and Components ■

sw 58l Secretarial Assistance'to Regional Advisers

GA RBSOLtJTiaS. 7?3 (VIII) _ .

PA 136 Regional Advisers in Public Administration

PA 178 Regional Advisers in" Customs Administration

PA 256 Organization and Methods Workshop on Purchasing and

Supply

pA 268 Seminar on Personnel Training

pA 267 ' Workshop'on Administrative Relations between States

and autonomous Institutions

PA 269 Unified Local Government Service and Local Authorities

Staff Seminar

PA 117 Foreign Service Officers Training Programme . ...

PA 214 Secretarial assistance to; Regional Advisers
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List of 1964 Regional Technical Assistance Advisers for Africa

(grouped by fields of activity)

Public Administration

Regional Adviser in Public Administration

Regional Adviser in Personnel Administration

Regional Adviser in Fiscal Administration"

Regional Adviser in Public Finance

Regional Adviser in Local Government

Trade and Commerce

Regional Advisers in Customs Administration (two)

Regional Adviser in Trade and Commerce

Sooial Development

Regional Adviser on Rural Life and Institutions

(Community Development)

Regional Planning Adviser (Social Aspects -

African Institute for Economic Development

and Planning)

Regional Adviser on Community Development

Housing

Regional Housing Adviser (Co-operative and

aided-self-help housing)

Regional Housing Adviser (Housing economist)

Regional Housing Adviser (Architect town planner)

Economic Development

Regional Planning Advisers (five attached to African

Institute for Economic Development and Planning)

Regional Advisers in Economic Surveys (two)

Regional Adviser for African Development Bank Affairs

Statistics

Regional Statistics Advisers (five)
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■r

Transport : ; ■ ■. ■■""." - %

Regional Transport Advisers (two)

Industry .„- „-,.,. ,-J..,-■-. ..,: ..

Regional Industrial Advisers■: (two) ' ..;..-■■ .•■■■.

Biergy and Natural Hesouroes

Regional Cartographic Adviser

Regional Adviser on Water Resources . :

Regional Adviser in Mining and Geology-

Regional Adviser in Ehergy • ■ ~ ■" ' ■
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; ECONOMIC. COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

Resident and Regional Representatives

Froms A.F, Ewing, Officer-in-Charge

Subject s Regional Advisers

. With further reference to earlier memoranda on this subject, I am

pleased to send to you the names of Regional Advisers currently

attached to ECA, together with their terms of reference. I should

be grateful if you would draw to the attention of the Governments),

when and as appropriate, the assistance which the Commission can

provide by means of short-term missions of these Regional Advisers.

. In any discussions you may have with the Government on this subject,

it would be very helpful if you would mention the following pointss

(i) Regional Advisers serve only in response to requests from

Governments.

(ii) They are normally available for missions of up to one months

however, if arrangements are made in advance, they may serve

for longer periods on certain types of projects.

(iii) Because the number of Advisers is limited, it is necessary to

schedule their assignments. Whenever possible, therefore,

requests should be submitted well in advance.

(iv) To permit Advisers to perform effectively when on mission,

Governments should provide ECA with a full and specific

description of the project or problem together with all

relevant documents and background material.

(v) Regional Advisers are regional technical assistance experts

and Governments are required to provide them with the same

facilities and services (viz. transport, secretarial assistance,

etc.) accorded country experts under the Basic Agreement

governing technical assistance programmes.
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3. Please address all recasts for assistance * Regional Advisers to

the Executive Secretary, with copies to the Directors of Sub-

Regional Offices. ...




